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Abstract
The objective of this research is to explain the development Individual C-Trans plus DRTA Method in improving students’ reading comprehension at the eighth grade Students of SMP Negeri 40 Bulukumba. The researcher used A Classroom Action Research (CAR) in this research. The researcher had conducted two cycles, where each cycle consisted of two meetings. It employed reading test as instrumen. A number of subject of the researcher were 31 students in XI class. Those consist of 13 men and 18 women. The findings consisted test, students’ reading comprehension and observation result. The first cycle of the first meeting was 57.58 and the second meeting was 63.54 and then the researcher tried to do next cycle and the result in cycle II that was increasing of students score. In cycle II of the first meeting was 77.90 and the second meeting was 81.61. The conclusion of the research using C-Trans plus DRTA is able to improve the students’ reading comprehension (main idea) at the eighth grade. It was proved by the students’ achievement in cycle II was higher than cycle I and D-Test where in cycle I the students’ mean score reading comprehension becomes first meeting was 57.58 and the second meeting was 63.54, cycle II of first meeting was 77.90 and the second meeting was 81.61. Based on the research findings, the implementation Individual C-Trans plus DRTA Method showed the successful in improving reading comprehension.
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Introduction

Everybody knows that reading is one of the language skills which is very important in language teaching and learning process, but it is not easy to do. It is a complex process to learn and complex to teach. The priority of teaching English in school is reading because it can cover the three other skills. Reading is very important in the teaching and learning process because the ability of students to comprehend the subject relatively determined by their reading skill (Mustafa, M., & Bakri, N: 2020). We can enhance our experience, develop new concept, solve problems, and broaden our knowledge through reading. Reading is an interaction between the reader, the author and the text. The technique of teaching reading is very important to influence the students in reading. A technique can help students in reading, so in teaching English a teacher must use technique or methods where can help the students to comprehend easy what the teacher teach to them. (Ron Fry:1991)

Reading comprehension is not just reading with a loud voice but reading is established to understand the meaning of word, sentences, and paragraph sense relationship among ideas as it is. If a student just reads loudly but cannot understand the content of the text, it means that she/he fails in comprehending the passage. (Ron Fry:1991). This is essence of reading comprehension to comprehend what is read, readers must be able to cognitively process. Cognitive process consists of several processes which are macro-process and elaborative process. Macro-process is the process of reading by summarizing and organizing that can help students easily find the idea or better understand and more easily to remember. Elaborative process is the process of reading that requires predict based on their own experience and knowledge to understand the author's message. (Klinner in Irwin, 2007).

Realizing how important reading, the researcher thinks that it should not be ignored. If everyone concern with it, he or she can enrich his or her knowledge through varied arterials. Therefore, the extrusion of each subject is the command of English reading. Reading takes us out of our country and us. Reading is a process, which helps one to understand the world. By reading we can broaden our horizons and gain new information.

Based on the diagnostic test, if short that the result of the students’ achievement especially in reading at the eleventh grade students of SMPN 40 Bulukumba was still low. The score mean 5.39, these score was classified as poor. In this study, the researcher wished to solve this reading problem until the students have a good score between 7.0-8.0. Therefore, the researcher gave a solution about the problem with Transactional Instruction. C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) is one of method in using cooperative learning. C-Trans was not able to improve students’ reading comprehension without combination with other method. The modern method was able to implement wit C-TRANS that was DRTA.
Based on the findings of Ginting, D. A (2019) in his research, the finding was positive an effect of the DRTA (Directed Reading Thinking Activity) method on the student's reading comprehension. DRTA had giving the contribution to improving students' reading comprehension even though it was not significant result to help the students in reading comprehension. According to Almanza, T. (1997) found that the finding indicated that the majority of students in the cooperative reading groups got higher score on their reading comprehension tests than when they implemented the DRTA. From the research, using DRTA is not enough to help the students in improving reading comprehension. It needs combination with other method to make variety in reading activity. Hasan, A. (2018) in his research found DRA method contributed the effect of improvement on students' reading comprehension. The implementation of this DRA method was without activity but it was giving the big contribution to increase the students' reading comprehension. Next research is coming from Hasan, A. (2017), the finding is a significant effect of using Directed Reading Thinking Activity (DRTA) method on students' reading comprehension. The lack of this method was time of teaching the class because most of the students needed a lot of time to understand of the instruction from the teacher. In other researcher coming from Nerim, N. (2020). The results of the research showed that the DRTA strategy in teaching reading had a more positive effect than the conventional learning strategy. DRTA is one of the modern method that it has not been popular in teaching reading scope. Based on many researches about the effectiveness DRTA in improving reading comprehension, mostly the teacher implemented that method even thought they found many obstacle to achievement the good result.

Based on the some research of the effectiveness of using DRTA in reading comprehension above, that method totally needs C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) to make completed in improving students' reading comprehension. C-TRANS is long term, with the theory being that sophisticated thinking processes are developed through long-term interactions with other. C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) consist of: prediction of upcoming content; visualization (constructing mental images representing the ideas represented in the text being read); making connection to prior knowledge); asking oneself question about the text; seeking clarification when confused; and summarizing activities”. It works to combine with DRTA method to show the fast result in improving students' reading comprehension. DRTA is Directed Reading Thinking Activity that is one of the modern method in reading.

Related to the background, the researcher formulated a research questions as follow “What is the effective ways of applying C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) plus DRTA to improve the students’ reading comprehension of the students at eight grade of SMPN 40 Bulukumba?”
In this research, the researcher implemented Classroom Action Research (CAR). Hopkins (2008) argue the model of action research is the design of the research can be used to translate a concept into the reality that are more practical. The researcher aimed to find out the students’ elaborative process and macro-process in applying the using C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) plus DRTA to teach reading comprehension at the eleventh grade students of SMPN 40 Bulukumba. The researcher divided into two cycles with each cycle consisted of four phases. Each cycle consisted of planning, action, observation and reflection.

The first step before research, the research did observation and got some data about the students condition in the class, which students’ problem. The research got information which they are difficulties to be a good reader. Most of them had a good score in reading comprehension but not all of them understand or comprehend the text. The teacher often gave them text and got the students to make them comprehend and most of them did it. The data was analyzed to overcome the problem. It means that the students need new technique how to be a good reader. The researcher gave a technique, namely C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) plus DRTA method which this method helped the students to understand or comprehend test.

The purpose researcher observation in teaching learning process is to improve the students reading skill. The researcher ask to students that they will practice as they prepare for carry out a text in reading skill. The explanation and procedure text was using as researcher us as atext to improve reading comprehension. The researcher choose narrative as text the researcher adjust with school material in reading comprehension. The researcher gave material and test and also time about the situation class during 30-45 minute. The researcher take enough time to test because to understand the text is not easy. The students read the text and made connection with each other idea in text. The teacher asked students to give prediction and explanation about the text where the other students understood their friend’s explanation. After that the teacher asked them to make summarize it.

The researcher was using short story as a media where they had some reason which suitable with the previous related finding, namely:

1. Media can overcome the limited experience had by learners
2. Media can get students interest
3. Media can overcome the classroom
4. Media can give direct interaction between learner and their surroundings
5. Media can result the homogeneous observation
6. Media can give right base concept, concrete and real
7. Media can improve new interest and desire
8. Media can motivate and stimulate learners
9. Media can give the integral experience from the concrete to the abstract.

The researcher was used two cycle in classroom action research, namely:

1. First Cycle

Based on the analysis from the students test in cycle 1, the mean score at the first meeting was 57.58 that it was low score by the standard of score. The students got a low score because Individual C-Trans plus DRTA Method still was new instruction to the students in reading comprehension. The students need habit to know the new method and the important thing to understand Individual C-Trans plus DRTA Method was how the students understood the each paragraph of the text. If the most students have understood the meaning text automatically, They quickly understood C-Trans plus DRTA method so they knew how to fill the C-Trans chart. Mostly the students needed time to understand the instruction and the step of this method to show the high achievement.

At the first cycle of second meeting was 63.54 that the result showed the increasing score then the first meeting but still low score even almost reaching the standard score. This was increasing score than before which showed that the students need habitual to understand a new method. Understanding short story needed connection, prediction, clarification and summarizing. In the first meeting, students still adapted to the method because it was new step and new activity in reading activity. Furthermore at second meeting showed the improvement of the score, they got increasing score so it indicated the effect of the implementation of the method.

From the students' attitude in learning reading comprehension process by classroom observation technique relating to data a analysis based on the test, The showed the positive attitude. It was considered that the method was not improving the achievement of students score in reading comprehension but also it was effect to the students' attitude. The researcher presented the students attitude in learning process in first cycle was low interest. It was found that there were 3 students very active, 7 students active, 16 students less active, 5 students not active.

2. The Second cycle

Based on the analysis the students test in cycle 2, the mean score in the second cycle of the first meeting was 77.90 that it was the increasing score than first cycle but still low standard score. In this cycle showed the significant effect to the students score. The different score in second cycle of second meeting 81.61 was the increasing score then the first meeting in second cycle and first cycle. The achievement was reaching the standard score then cycle 1. it means that it was a good score.

Based on observation activities made by researcher and observer in the first cycle, the researcher used ways in learning process, they were giving some motivational words be active in learning process, and how important the English reading comprehension, give opportunity the students to reading comprehension it
meant that to made students more pay attention and made understand, give the students opportunity to understand difficult word to make easy text comprehension. This is showed that this way in second cycle made students got increasing score. It means that the students have good understand the text in learning reading comprehension.

The students’ attitude in learning reading comprehension process by classroom observation technique relating to data analysis based on the test, the researcher presented the students attitude in learning process in second cycle was interested to the lesson. It was found that there were 8 students vary active, 17 students active, 6 students less active, none students not active. It showed that the students more active after implemented this method. Moreover it showed that the students have understood to implementation C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) plus DRTA method.

Many the finding of the research showed the positive effect of DRTA in teaching reading. One of them is from Hasanah, U. (2016). It could be concluded that the implementation of DRTA with cooperative learning was effective to improve students’ reading comprehension achievement. This research showed that the successful of the combination the method and the strategy in teaching reading. Other finding of the research is from Utami, Y. P., & Sugirin, S. (2019). In the finding, the researchers believed that DRTA strategy was given more contribution in improving students’ reading comprehension. The researcher implemented the method without combination or addition method but it still showed the effectiveness even thought the result was not significant. Next finding of the research is from Ismail, M. (2018). In his research, the researcher found the effectiveness DRTA method in improving students’ reading comprehension. Mostly the researcher have done implemented DRTA method in improving students’ reading comprehension even thought the contribution was not helping the students at all in reading comprehension. This method needed the innovation to make more effective in teaching reading in other the researcher implemented C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) plus DRTA.

This method is not the newest in teaching reading but the combination two methods in implemented to the class were the newest innovation because the research applied two methods to be one in teaching reading. This was the new innovation in teaching reading and it showed the positive effect to the students. So the result of this research was indicated that C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) plus DRTA method was succeed to improve students’ reading comprehension.

**Conclusion**

Using C-Trans (Creative-Transactional Instruction) plus DRTA method is able to improve the students’ reading comprehension (main idea) at the eighth grade. It was proved by the students’ achievement in cycle II that the result was
greater than cycle I and D-Test where in cycle I the students’ mean score reading comprehension becomes first meeting is 57,58 and the second meeting is 63,54, cycle II of first meeting is 77,90 and the second meeting is 81,61. Using C-Trans is able to improve the students’ summarizing it was proved by the students’ achievement in cycle II is higher than cycle I.

Using Individual C-Trans plus DRTA Method is able to improve the students’ reading comprehension that it was proved by the students’ achievement in in cycle II is higher than cycle I. Where the cycle I mean score is the first meeting is 57,58 and the second meeting is 63,54 after evaluation in cycle II the students’ conclusion become of the first meeting is 77.90 and second meeting is 81,61. Using Individual C-Trans plus DRTA Method was able to make the students more active in learning process, especially in reading activities. The process of the teaching and learning well ran during the classroom action research at the eighth grade because the students were having spirit and fun studying English. Besides that, the researcher also got full support and motivation by the teachers.

For suggestion to the next researcher, Individual C-Trans plus DRTA Method is giving references to many researchers that the innovation in teaching process needed to help the students. So the next researcher may conduct research to a method with innovation and combination with other method in teaching reading. they may take the other case of reading to be improved neither they use this method nor other methods. But it is better to use this method in order to know the improving students’ reading comprehension by different discussions.
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